
Optional rear speakers featuring 360 Spatial Sound Mapping for use with HT-A7000 or HT-A5000
Soundbar2

Direct wireless connection with HT-A7000 or HT-A5000 Soundbar 9

Built-in battery with up to 10-hour battery life and quick charging 7

Immersive audio from up-firing speakers
Activate Sound Field Optimization with OPTIMIZE button
Total 180W4 power output brings music and movies to life
Flexible layout – no power outlet needed
Omnidirectional Block Design with room-filling sound
Wall mount-capable rear speakers

SARS5
Wireless rear speakers with built-in battery for HT-
A7000/HT-A5000

The SA-RS5 speakers work with HT-A7000 and HT-A5000 soundbars using up-
firing speakers and wide directivity woofers for 360 Spatial Sound Mapping to
create multiple phantom speakers around your room.2 When you’re surrounded
on all sides by multiple phantom speakers within an optimized sound field, you’ll
hear every sound with incredible intensity.2,3

Bullets

Features

Optional rear speakers featuring 360 Spatial Sound Mapping2 for Sony HT-
A7000/A5000 Soundbar

The SA-RS5 speakers work with the HT-A5000 and HT-A7000 soundbars using up-firing
speakers and wide directivity woofers for 360 Spatial Sound Mapping2 to create multiple phantom
speakers around your room.

Connects wirelessly9

The SA-RS5 wireless rear speakers are free of wires for ease of use and peace of mind. These
speakers make a wireless connection with the HT-A7000 or HT-A5000 Soundbar so that the
speakers can be placed in the most desirable locations without the hassle or worry that long,
winding wires bring.9

Built-in battery with up to 10-hour battery life and quick charging7

With up to 10 hours of battery life when fully charged, you can set these speakers without
worrying about an AC cable. Just 10 minutes of charge will give 90 minutes of use.7

Immersive audio from up-firing speakers

 



For more immersive overhead audio, up-firing speakers reflect sound off the ceiling. 5

Activate Sound Field Optimization with Optimize button

Activate Sound Field Optimization anytime by pressing the OPTIMIZE button on the unit. These
speakers combined with a compatible soundbar1 intelligently measure the distance between
speakers and ceiling using dual microphones in each speaker for smart and easy set up.

Total 180W4 power output brings music and movies to life

Easily and seamlessly enhance your surround sound experience with an additional 180W (90W
x2) added to your system with these dual rear speakers.4

Flexible layout – no power outlet needed

Designed to be flexible to your environment, no wires and internal batteries mean these speakers
can be used completely cable free, or with AC power, whichever you like.

Omnidirectional block design

These speakers are designed using an Omnidirectional Block concept to match our compatible
soundbars. The cylindrical shape represents a single solid block providing 360 Spatial Sound2

and fits perfectly against the wall with a flat rear surface.

Wall mount-capable

The SA-RS5 rear speakers easily mount to the wall if desired, giving your home theater setup a
clean look and feel.6

Specification

Size & Weight

REAR SPEAKER SIZE (W X
H X D) (MM) 145x250x134mm, 5 3/4 in x 9 7/8 in x 5 3/8 in

REAR SPEAKER WEIGHT
(KG) 2.4kg, 5lb 5oz

Amplifier

AMPLIFIER TYPE Digital Amplifier, S-Master

AMPLIFIER CHANNELS 6ch(L:3ch+R:3ch)

POWER OUTPUT (TOTAL) 180W(L:90W+R:90W)

Battery

BUILT-IN BATTERY Yes

BATTERY LIFE 10h

PLAY TIME IN 10MIN
QUICK CHARGE 90min
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CHARGE TIME 4h

General

What's In The Box AC Adaptor
Warranty Card

1. Compatible soundbar (HT-A5000, HT-A7000) required.
2. Compatible rear speakers (SA-RS3S, SA-RS5) and soundbar (HT-A5000, HT-A7000) and a software update on the

soundbar are required to enjoy 360 Spatial Sound by 360 Spatial Sound Mapping technology. Software update available by
Spring 2022. Soundbar OTA (Over-The-Air) software update available by Spring 2022. Network connection required for
software updates.

3. To use the SA-RS5, compatible product (sold separately) is required. HT-A5000, HT-A7000.
4. 180 Watts Total System power (90W + 90W) at 6 Ohms, 200-20,000 Hz – 1kHz with a THD of 1%.
5. Speaker grills are not detachable.
6. Image shows speaker with rear covered removed.
7. Actual performance varies based on settings, environmental conditions, and usage. Battery capacity decreases over time

and use.
8. The number of phantom speakers differs depending on compatible soundbar combination.
9. Interoperability and compatibility among Bluetooth® devices vary.

 


